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omen-only co-working of-
fices have been appearing in-

creasingly in the USA, Europe 
and Australia, seen by some as 

a passing trend and by others as 
the future of the workplace. As 

working remotely becomes easier 
in our digital age – and as tech-

nology enables more people to be their own bosses 
as entrepreneurs, contractors or freelancers – the 
co-working business has boomed. In larger cities 
around the world, the market’s become so crowded 
that there’s a certain level of competition in what 
perks to offer to entice potential sign-ups: think 
snack bars, in-house baristas, massages and on-
the-house cocktail hours. Other enterprises have 
set themselves apart by offering an entirely different 
model of co-working: a company called Unsettled, 
for example, offers “remote co-working”, in which 
attendees spend 30 days in a new country, with 
co-working facilities available and activities organ-
ised to experience local culture. In SA, there’s no 
equivalent women-only workspace franchise, but 
numerous organisations with a focus on female col-
laboration are evidence of the need for places where 
women can help each other grow professionally. 

Co-working spaces for women 
are a growing trend worldwide. 
Could they – and should they – 
become the norm? 

BY Cayleigh Bright
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ELITIST SPACES?
For anyone who’s spent years in an office redolent 
with male micro-aggressions, the idea of a man-free 
working environment might seem like the ultimate  
privilege – an accurate description, since in many cases, an  
extraordinary amount of economic privilege is necessary 
just to get a foot in the door. Co-working spaces like the 
Allbright Club in the UK and The Wing in the USA have 
been criticised for creating sorority-type spaces positioned 
as feminist, but exclusive due to their high fees. 

“The price was a barrier. It was a hard pill to  
swallow,” says Rachel Kelly, founder of Make Lemonade 
in Toronto, Canada, of the early days of her business. As 
she began giving tours to would-be members, it became  
apparent that her co-working space for women would  
need to address the reality of limited finances among own-
ers of new businesses. Although her workspace, Make  
Lemonade, was one of the more reasonably priced in 
the city, women who wanted a place there weren’t  
signing up because they couldn’t afford it. In response,  
Kelly started the Build Your Dream Accelerator  
Programme, a mentorship programme in which 10  
creators of winning pitches are awarded six-month full  
memberships at Make Lemonade along with  
mentorship from business, finance and brand  
experts, and regular check-ins to ensure that their  
ventures’ progress is on track. Another option for those 
who are starting out and want to secure their space 
is working part-time for Make Lemonade: helping to  
manage the office’s front desk one day a week gets them 
a lower fee. Today the space hosts the professional lives of 
women in the fields of writing, editing, food, fashion, law,  
photography, health, graphic design and more. 

AN OPEN-DOOR POLICY
The idea of a women-only space didn’t sit right with Kelly. 
In today’s world, she realised, an inclusionary space would 
need to accommodate all those who identify as women, 
and the idea of turning anyone away didn’t work for her. 
For that reason, Make Lemonade is “for women”, rather 
than “for women only”: anyone can work out of the space, 
if they wish. This also makes life easier for those in it 
whose clients may be male. 

For her, one of the biggest surprises of her own busi-
ness success story is how well the space has been received 
and how much media attention has been paid to Make  
Lemonade as part of a wave of women-led working  
environments. “Now it’s turned into part of a bigger  
movement,” she says. 

Tackling exclusion more explicitly are initiatives like 
Brooklyn-based event facility New Women Space (NWS). 
Community-led and open as a free public workspace  
every weekday afternoon, NWS states explicitly that it’s for 
self-identified women, femmes, queers, transgenders and 

gender non-conformists, providing a volunteer-run organisation, 
a community and a valuable space to those wanting this resource. 
All genders are welcome, but owner and Director Sally Hong  
gives priority – and a chance to speak up – to people marginalised 
by society.

For psychologist Dr Bavi Vythilingum, the value of a wom-
en-only space lies in the way it promotes a more empathetic  
environment. Needs that are specific to women – whether  
spatial, social or physical – are seldom given top priority when 
workspaces see men as the default and women as the “other”. 
“Women-only workspaces can enhance mothers’ ability to 
breastfeed by providing a more friendly environment in which 
to express,” explains Vythilingum, noting that a female-focused 
space could be especially helpful for young mothers who of-
ten feel excluded by conventional office culture. Women-only  
workspaces may also be more friendly towards flexible working 
hours in general, or in an emergency. 

While an understanding environment can’t be guaranteed  
simply by focusing on gender, and while male colleagues and 
bosses could make a greater effort towards practising inclusiv-
ity, the appeal of a women-only space is clear until such time as  
companies protect women’s workplace rights more effectively. 

LOCAL INITIATIVES
With power and wealth in SA distributed along the lines of race 
and class, organisations genuinely focused on empowering  
women in workspaces would be welcome. But a women-first  
co-working space? A few attempts at sustaining this kind 
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creative and learn from each other. The challenges are designed 
to motivate them to be confident, efficient and adaptable.”

While working remotely has its upsides, a creep-
ing feeling of isolation is no good for morale – and, in 
the longer term, no good for business either. While 
the term “networking” conjures images of forced con-
versations and swapping business cards, it’s a truly  
useful process when it happens organically and allows  
business people to meet their next clients and collaborators. 

The local chapter of Ladies, Wine & Design is run by Mel 
Cook and Wendy Dixon, who met on a co-working retreat. 
The event series aims to bring women creatives together 
at monthly evening events at which a speaker’s chosen to 
share her own learnings in the industry. “The purpose of our  
organisation is to champion women and provide support, 
as well as a network of others who know what they’re going 
through. It’s about sharing these familiar challenges,” they say. 
They’re fond of a quotation from one of their sister chapters 
about the way women’s struggles in the workplace are often 
minimised or ignored: “You’re not imagining it. Everything a 
man says once, a woman must say five times.” 

As their events are focused on women in the creative 
world, the issue of diversity is particularly relevant. “There’s a  
definite socio-economic privilege in the design industry, 
so we’re always striving to be more inclusive in our events. 
But we certainly don’t have all the answers. We’re learn-
ing as we go along,” they explain. Ladies, Wine & Design is 
a worldwide organisation, so Cook and Dixon’s plans include  
collaborations with sister chapters throughout Africa: from 
Jo’burg and Durban to Mozambique, Ethiopia and Kenya.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Why can’t men just learn to behave better in a business  
setting? It would be nice – but it wouldn’t entirely remove 
the fact that women need to unlearn years of being told that 
their contributions are second-rate – or that the lack of op-
portunities afforded to women in the past mean that female-
led businesses needs a boost. If inclusivity’s always a vital  
consideration, there’ll be plenty of seats at the table available 
for anyone willing to help others pull up a chair.  

The appeal of a women-
only space is clear until 
such time as companies 

protect women’s 
workplace rights  
more effectively. 

of organisation have failed, perhaps because SA’s cul-
ture of co-working isn’t yet well established – or  
possibly because these spaces have generally focused on 
wealthier working women who could afford their joining 
fees and might not require the facilities and networking  
opportunities in the same way those starting out need them. 

In the predominantly white male world of tech, some  
interesting local initiatives have allowed beginners to start 
entering the industry. Bandwidth Barn Khayelitsha, for  
example, is a facility run by the Cape Innovation &  
Technology Initiative, which provides a fast Internet  
connection, a space to work from and highly structured 
programmes for developing business people in the areas of 
fintech, edtech, traveltech and more. Its Top Tech Tools for 
Women in Business programme guides women in all areas  
of industry through the tech tools that might help elevate 
their entrepreneurship. 

Buhle Mlingwana, Project Manager at CodeSpace, has  
interacted closely with many of the talented young women 
selected to take their first step in coding education with 
the girls-only Code for Cape Town project. For her, one of 
the benefits of a women-only space is that it provides an  
aspirational view of how supportive a work environment 
can be, encouraging the girls to accept nothing less than a  
collaborative space conducive to getting the job done – and 
doing it well. “It’s really inspiring for young women to be in 
these spaces because they’re not reflected often, especially in 
competitive and aggressive contexts,” she says. From standard 
coding classes to the tech start-ups represented on screen, 
women don’t get much space to speak – and, since they don’t 
fit the stereotype of what a developer supposedly looks like, 
they come to undervalue their contributions to collaborative 
work. Some female students have noted that while only boys 
were expected to excel at maths- and science-based tasks at 
school, being in a female-only environment enables them to 
learn valuable tech skills. In addition, girls in Code for Cape 
Town classes are encouraged to cultivate qualities which are 
useful in the business world – and which may have been  
suppressed or seen as “unfeminine” in the past.  
“Competition’s always good when value is drawn from 
the process, rather than the results,” Mlingwana says of 
the reason for introducing “innovation challenges” to the  
programme. “Competition allows the students to be really  
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